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ABSTRACT
More effective treatment options and techniques for eliminating breast cancer are
steadily decreasing the mortality rate of breast cancer patients. However, primary treatment
techniques, including various surgical techniques, radiation therapy, chemotherapy, and
hormone therapy, can give rise to physical and functional disabilities for the ·individual
recovering from breast cancer. These disabilities warrant the same consideration given to
disabilities arising from other causes. Rehabilitation, with a trained physical therapist,
maximizes the physical and functional needs of the individual recovering from breast
cancer.
The purpose of this literature review is to discuss in detail physical therapy
intervention for the breast cancer patient after primary non-reconstructive treatment. The
text gives a description of the primary non-reconstructive treatment types and their
complications, the efficacy of physical therapy for breast cancer patients, the possible
limitations encountered while regaining the physical and functional status, and various
protocols for physical therapy in the early and late phases after primary treatment. This
review focuses on educating and guiding those involved in the rehabilitation of
individuals recovering from breast cancer after primary non-reconstructive treatment.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The American Cancer Societyi estimates that in 1999, 175 000 new cases of
breast cancer will be diagnosed among females and 1300 among males. Of those
diagnosed in 1999, there will be 43 700 deaths from breast cancer in the United States,
43 300 among females and 400 among males. Although treatment options for these
individuals was once aggressive and disfiguring at the beginning of the century, today the
patient with breast cancer has significantly more effective treatment options, which will
help to lower the breast cancer mortality rates in the future. However, breast cancer and
its primary treatment frequently result in disabilities that warrant the same consideration
given to disabilities arising from other causes, such as total joint replacements.
Rehabilitation aimed at maximization of physical and functional needs and reduction of
disability in the individual recovering from primary non-reconstructive treatment of
breast cancer is where a trained physical therapist fits into the multidisciplinary team
approach to treatment of the whole patient.
The purpose of this literature review is to discuss in detail physical therapy
intervention for the breast cancer patient after primary non-reconstructive treatment. It is
important to note that the information presented includes only non-reconstructive
treatment approaches, because the treatment of individuals with reconstructive primary
treatment can vary significantly from the non-reconstructive treatment. This review

focuses on educating physical therapists, other health care professionals, and interested
readers on physical therapy intervention after primary non-reconstructive treatment for
breast cancer. The text gives a description of the primary non-reconstructive treatment
types and their complications, the efficacy of physical therapy for breast cancer patient,
the possible limitations encountered while regaining the physical and functional status
and various protocols for physical therapy in the early and late phases after primary
treatment.
The types of primary non-reconstructive treatment, including local therapy and
systemic therapy will be defined in Chapter II. A description of the local therapy surgical
procedures with regard to tissues involved and variations among individuals, as well as
local radiation therapy procedures and complications are given. The systemic procedures
of chemotherapy and hormone therapy and a detailed list of common agents and side
effects of the agents used in each therapy are also addressed. Lastly, the chapter will
provide a discussion of the stages and classification of cancer as they relate to physical
therapy.
Primary and secondary complications that can arise after primary nonreconstructive treatment, as well as their possible adverse affects on the rehabilitation
process, is explained in Chapter III. Specific information about complications, including
fibrosis and cording of tissue; seroma development; wound infection and delayed wound
healing; lymphedema; lethargy; neural disturbances; pain; postural asymmetry;
psychological effects; and cancer reoccurrence, is provided with regard to how to educate
the patient and what to watch for. A brief description of intervention or of recommended
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referral for the' specific complication is given in order to help alleviate the problem and
carry on with physical therapy interventions.
The efficacy of physical therapy after primary non-reconstructive treatment of
breast cancer in order to decrease the long-term impairments that are possible and to
increase the functional efficiency and quality of life for the patient is defined in Chapter
IV. Exploration of both sides of the debate of early versus late initiation of physical
therapy after primary treatment is addressed and reasons why patients currently are not
referred to physical therapy after primary treatment for breast cancer are provided.
Actual physical therapy intervention to regain the physical and functional status
of the individual is described in Chapter V. Evaluation procedures, whether preoperative or post-operative, are discussed in regard to important information to include
with a complete evaluation. A post-operative description of the patient after a local
surgical procedure is given and various conservative and aggressive treatment protocols
for non-reconstructive patients are provided. Finally, possible outcomes and prognosis of
treatment is described. The final chapter of this literature review summarizes the
information that has been presented.

3

CHAPTER II
MEDICAL TREATMENT OPTIONS
Medical treatment options for individuals with breast cancer include local and
systemic therapy choices including various surgical techniques, radiation therapy,
chemotherapy, and hormone therapy. However, the means of ridding the patient of the
cancerous cells is only a small part of the multidisciplinary treatment of the whole
patient. Physical therapy intervention can help to manage and possibly prevent the many
complications and/or side effects that can occur after primary non-reconstructive
treatment of breast cancer, as well as regain the physical and functional ability of the
affected upper extremity. This chapter describes the various primary treatment
techniques for an individual with breast cancer. A brief description of the side effects or
complications associated with each procedure is also given; however, it must be
understood that complications and/or side effects vary from individual to individual. A
complete description of the complications and/or side effects that can influence physical
therapy intervention is provided in Chapter III. I
It is important to understand the difference between local and systemic therapies

in conjunction with the patient recovering from breast cancer. Local therapy of breast
cancer is intended to treat the primary breast tumor at the site of the tumor. This type of
therapy includes surgicallumpectomy (quadrantectomy), mastectomy, and radiation
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therapy. I Systemic therapy, including chemotherapy and hormone therapy, is given
through the bloodstream in order to reach cancer cells that may have spread beyond the
breast and throughout the body.2
While medical professionals once believed that local therapy of breast cancer
could control the condition, this theory has turned to the new belief that hidden cancer
cells can break away from the primary breast tumor and spread throughout the body.
The goal of systemic therapy, which often accompanies local therapy, is to kill hidden
cells that pose a threat for further cancer development. I The determination of treatment
type or a combination of local and systemic involves many factors including age,
menopausal status, cancer type and stage, lab findings, general health, self esteem and
lifestyle. 2,3 The type of treatment appropriate for a specific individual with breast cancer
is variable and should be discussed in depth with the appropriate medical professional.
The stage of cancer in an individual with breast cancer is important not only to
determine the primary treatment type, but also to guide the physical therapist with regard
to treatment parameters and setting of realistic goals according to the appropriate stage.

4

The American Joint Committee on Cancer classifies tumors according to the TNM
classification system, with T = tumor, N = node, and M = metastasis. A full description
ofthe classification system is given in Table 1. The staging of the cancer is used to
describe the extent of the disease and the tumor diameter. The stages O-IV and a
description of each stage is provided in Table 2.

In order to determine if metastatic spread of the cancer to other regions has
occurred and if systemic therapy is needed in conjunction with local therapy, an axillary
dissection is performed. An axillary dissection involves the removal of axillary lymph
5

Table 1. TNM Classification System

(T)
TUMOR
TX

Cannot be assessed

TO

No evidence of primary tumor

Tis

Carcinoma in situ

Tl

Tumor 2 cm or less in greatest diameter

T2

Tumor greater than 2 cm but not more than 5 cm in greatest diameter

T3

Tumor greater than 5 cm in greatest diameter

T4

Tumor any size with direct extension into chest wall

(N)
LYMPH NODES
NX

Cannot be assessed

NO

No metastasis

N1

Metastasis to movable ipsilateral axillary lymph nodes

N2

Metastasis to ipsilateral lymph nodes fixed to one another or other
structures
Metastasis to ipsilateral internal mammary lymph nodes

N3
(M)
METASTASIS
MX

Cannot be assessed

MO

No distant metastasis

MI

Distant metastasis

(Adapted from Troiano TJ. Oncology. In: paz JC, Panik M. Acute Care Handbook/or
Physical Therapists. Newton, Mass: Butterworth-Heineman; 1997: 303-344.)
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Table 2. Staging of Cancer

Stage 0

Cancer in situ

Stage I

Cancer limited to breast and tumor less than 2.0 cm in diameter

Stage II

Tumor spread to surrounding tissue in same anatomic region and is less than
2.0 cm in diameter

Stage III

High probability of metastatic disease and tumor is greater than 5.0 em in
diameter

Stage IV

Metastatic spread to other regions regardless of the size of the tumor

(Adapted from Troiano TJ. Oncology. In: paz JC, Panik M. Acute Care Handbook/or
Physical Therapists. Newton, Mass: Butterworth-Heineman;1997: 303-344.)
nodes to determine if cancer cells have spread to the lymphatic system and possibly to
other areas of the body. Whether or not cancer cells are present in the lymph nodes is an
important factor in determining if systemic therapy is needed along with the local
treatment of the caneer.!,5
The actual axillary dissection is most often performed in combination with the
breast conservation procedures and the radical (modified) mastectomy.! Three levels of
axillary dissection can be performed either with an extension of the original incision, as
with a radical mastectomy or with a separate incision, as with a lumpectomy. Level I
axillary dissection involves removing lymph nodes between the latissimus dorsi muscle,
7

the axillary vein, and the lateral border of the pectoralis minor muscle. Level II involves
the removal of lymph nodes as for Level l, plus tissue from beneath the pectoralis minor
muscle. Level III includes the removal of lymph nodes as for levels I and II, as well as a
division and resection of the pectoralis minor muscle. 6 Following the surgical procedure,
a drain may be placed at the site of the incision for the collection of fluid. The drain
usually remains in place until drainage has decreased to less than 30 cc in a 24 hour
perOl'd . I
Studies are currently underway regarding a less invasive means of detennination
of cancerous cells that may have spread to the axillary lymph nodes instead, of the
standard axillary dissection. s Sentinel lymph node biopsy involves the injection of a
radioactive tracer and/or blue dye into the area around the tumor. The dye or radioactive
material is then carried by the lymphatic vessels into a sentinal node, the first lymph node
receiving lymph from the tumor and the one most likely to contain cancerous cells if the
breast cancer has spread. The sentinel node is then detected by visualization (blue dye)
or with a Geiger counter (radioactive tracer). The node is removed and examined. lfthe
sentinal node is free of cancer, additional lymph node surgery may be avoided, thus
decreasing the chance of complications and/or side effects. However, if the sentinel node
has cancer, an axillary dissection needs to be performed in order to obtain more
information regarding the extent of spread. Using sentinel lymph node biopsy helps to
reduce the number of lymph nodes being excised in individuals that show no signs of
lymph node cancer, thus reducing the potential complications associated with the removal
of lymph nodes. 1,2
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The most common side effect associated with the removal of axillary lymph
nodes is lymphedema or swelling of the arm. 5 Other possible complications that can
accompany axillary dissections include seroma development and wound healing
problems. 6
Local Therapies
Local therapy to treat the primary breast tumor at the site of the tumor include
various surgical procedures and radiation therapy. Both types of local therapy can affect
the tissues throughout the anterior chest wall, axilla, and upper extremity. Radiation
therapy can result in long term fibrosis and tissue changes of the involved area, while the
surgical procedures involve actual removal and/or resection of the tissues involved. A
condensed description of the variations of tissue removal, which will be described in
detail in the following text, is provided in Table 3.
Surgical Lumpectomy (Quadrantectomy)
Breast conservation therapy for the management of breast cancer includes the
surgicallumpectomy and axillary dissection with follow up radiation therapy to decrease
the chance of cancer reoccurance. 7 Lumpectomy, also called quadrantectomy, includes
the surgical removal of a breast lump through a small incision made directly over the site
of the tumor. 8 As stated before, the axillary dissection performed along with the
lumpectomy is a separate surgical incision site from the lumpectomy surgical incision
site. The lumpectomy procedure serves as a diagnostic tool and as a primary treatment
for the removal of the tumor, while preserving the appearance of the breast. 3 Once
excised, the tumor is analyzed and further treatment then depends on the findings of the
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Table 3. Variations of Tissue Removal in Surgical Techniques for Breast Cancer

Procedure

Skin

Breast

Tumor

Pectoralis
Minor

Pectoralis
Major

Axilla

Radical
Mastectomy

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Simple or
Total
Mastectomy

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Lumpectomy
with Axillary
Dissection

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Modified
Radical
Mastectomy

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Sometimes

examination. If the lump is benign, complete remission without complications is likely
with radiation therapy. If the lump is found to be malignant, treatment of the patient may
include only the radiation therapy customary with lumpectomy in order to kill the
cancerous cells. If the radiation therapy is not enough, a mastectomy may be performed
depending on the extent of the metastasis. 8 However, breast conservation therapy with
axillary dissection and radiation therapy is often the treatment of choice for patient~ with
breast cancer because it preserves the breast and provides survival rates equivalent to
mastectomy. 7
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Complications associated with a breast conserving lumpectomy includes the
possibility of wound healing problems, scar hardness at the surgical site, infection,
hematoma, and seroma. 5 Other complications can be associated with the accompanying
axillary dissection discussed earlier andlor the accompanying radiation therapy which
will be discussed in a later section.
Mastectomy
In recent times, the removal of a breast in conjunction with cancer has become
remarkably less disfiguring and problematic. With advancements in alternative methods
of treatment for breast cancer, such as breast conservation therapy, mastectomy has
become a less frequent surgical option. Once the treatment of choice for breast cancer,
mastectomy is now only recommended if tumors exist in more than one site, cancer is
underneath the nipple, radiation therapy is not possible or the removed lump is large and
shows cancer cells around the margin. 3
A simple mastectomy, also called a total mastectomy, involves the removal of the
entire breast parenchyma including the nipple-areolar complex. In the case of a simple
mastectomy, the pectoralis major and minor muscles are left intact unless parts of the
muscles must be resected to obtain clear cancer free margins. A simple mastectomy
rarely includes axillary dissection; however, ipsilateral sentinel lymph node biopsy is
becoming more common in conjunction with the simple mastectomy to assess the
possible need for systemic therapy. 1,2,9-1 1
The modified radical mastectomy is presently the most common surgery for the
treatment of individuals with breast cancer. It involves a simple mastectomy removing
the entire breast parenchyma including the nipple-areolar complex as well as a formal
II

ipsilateral axillary dissection. The procedure begins with a transverse elliptical incision
that encompasses the biopsy sites and extends into the axilla for the removal of 8-20
axillary lymph nodes for prognostic decision making. A sentinel lymph node biopsy is
also a possibility instead of the more invasive axillary dissection. The dissection
produces skin flaps, which are retracted in order to reflect the breast tissue off of the
pectoralis major muscle and to resect the axillary contents including lymphatic, fat and
connective tissue. The pectoralis major and minor are usually left intact, but possible
removal of muscle fascia, a partial muscle dissection, a dissection under the pectoralis
minor muscle or a retraction of the pectoralis major may be necessary depending on the
extent of the tumor. 1,2,9-1 I
The radical mastectomy is an extensive operation removing the entire breast,
axillary lymph nodes in an axillary dissection, the pectoralis major and minor muscles
and possibly some ribs. This procedure, once the most common means of treating breast
cancer, is rare today secondary to the disfiguring side effects it causes and because the
modified radical mastectomy has been proven to be as effective in the treatment of breast
cancer. 1,2,10,1 I
Complications associated with the above mastectomy procedures vary widely
among individuals. The long thoracic, thoracodorsal, and intercostobrachial nerves are
threatened by the surgical field and injury can result in partial to total motor palsy or
sensory deficits. 9 Other possible complications include wound healing problems, scar
hardness at the surgical site, lymphedema, seroma, temporary or permanent limitations in
arm and shoulder movement and/or a redundant axillary fat pad which will cause a
rubbing sensation and may require revision of the incision site?,9
12

Radiation Therapy
Radiation therapy is treatment with high-energy rays or particles used to destroy
and prevent cancer cells from growing while minimizing damage to healthy tissue.
Given before surgery, radiation therapy can help to reduce the size of the tumor in order
to allow for resection surgically, relieve compression and/or possibly relieve pain. It can
also be given after surgery, in order to attempt to destroy any cancer cells that may be left
behind. 1-4
Radiation therapy is usually performed externally or internally in approximately
35 doses over a seven week period. There are several different types of radiation therapy
including radiation teletherapy, radiation brachytherapy, and intraoperative or
intracavitary radiation. Radiation teletherapy uses an external beam focused directly on
the tumor. Radiation brachytherapy involves the internal implantation of radioactive
material into the tumor or body cavity. Intraoperative or intracavitary radiation therapy
uses high doses of radiation via external beams during the operative pocedure. I ,4
There are many possible side effects of radiation therapy including skin changes,
changes in breast tissue, slower healing, alopecia, contracture and/or fibrosis. The
individual may also experience neuropathy, headache, fatigue, nausea, appetite changes,
cough, diarrhea, and/or urinary frequency during and after radiation therapy.2-4,6
Systemic Therapies
Systemic therapy to kill any cancerous cells that may have spread throughout the
body from the primary tumor includes chemotherapy and hormone therapy. Each
treatment presents with unique side effects and/or complications depending on the
specific chemical agent(s) used. A description of some of the most common
13

chemotherapy and hormone therapy agents used and their possible side effects and/or
complications is provided in Appendix A.

Chemotherapy
Chemotherapy involves treatment with toxic anticancer chemicals to destroy
cancerous cells while attempting to preserve normal cells. 6 The therapy is given in six
cycles over six months, with each period of treatment followed by a recovery period.
The chemicals can be given intravenously or by mouth and travel throughout the body via
the bloodstream to fight off cancerous cells that may have spread from the breast cancer.
Preoperatively, chemotherapy can be used in an attempt to shrink large tumors before
surgery, often making breast conservation therapy a possibility. Postoperatively,
chemotherapy has been proven to effectively reduce the risk of reoccurrence of breast
cancer. 1. 2
A combination of anticancer drugs is generally used, because the combination has
proven to be more effective than a single drug. I Antimetabolite agents, alkylating agents,
anthracyclines, plant alkoloid agents and antibiotic agents are used in various
combinations to kill cancerous cells. Antimetabolite agents kill the cancer cells by
interfering with normal metabolites during the RNA and DNA biosynthesis. Alkylating
agents destroy cancer cells by inhibiting DNA function and replication. Plant alkaloids
cause the death of cancerous cells by disrupting the mitotic process. 6 The most
commonly used combinations of agents include Cyclophosphamide (Cytoxan, Neosar),
Methotrexate (Folex, Mexate, Rheumatrex), and Fuorouracil (Adrucil). This
combination is often abbreviated CMF. Another common combination of agents includes
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Cyclophosphamide (Cytoxan, Neosar), doxorubicin (Adriamycin) and Flurouracil
(Adrucil). Also abbreviated CAF.1
The side effects of chemotherapy depend largely on the type of drug(s) taken, the
amount of drug taken and the length of treatment. 1 Temporary side effects can include
loss of appetite, nausea, diarrhea, depression, vomiting, mouth sores, hair loss and
menstrual cycle changes. Other side effects cause a decrease in white blood cells, blood
platelets and red blood cells thus increasing the probability of infection, bleeding,
bruising and fatigue. 1-3
Hormone Therapy
Hormone therapy involves medically eliminating estrogen in the individual with
breast cancer either pharmacologically or surgically. Estrogen, a hormone produced by
women's ovaries, promotes the growth of some breast cancer types. 1 This type of
therapy is most commonly used for postmenopausal women with estrogen receptive
positive tumors who mayor may not have lymph node involvment. 4
Surgically changing hormone levels is achieved with orchectomy (surgical
excision of a testicle), oophorectomy (surgical excision of an ovary) and adrenalectomy
(surgical excision of one or both adrenal glands).4,12 Pharmacological management uses
anti-estrogen drugs, most commonly Tamoxifen (Novladex), daily for five years to block
the effects of estrogen and/or to lower estrogen levels. The drugs work by tricking breast
cancer cells into accepting the anti-estrogen drugs, in place of estrogen, thus decreasing
the growth of tumor cells. 2
Although recent studies have clearly shown that these anti-estrogen drugs help
women with breast cancer, the cancer usually reoccurs when the drugs are terminated
15

after five years and studies have shown that the use of the drugs longer than five years
increases the risk of endometrial and colorectal cancer. However, because endometrial
and colorectal cancers are highly curable when caught in early stages, the benefits of
taking anti-estrogen medications may far outweigh the risks of breast cancer. l Other side
effects of pharmacological hormone therapy depends on the agent used and.can include
possible deep vein thrombosis, hot flashes, mood swings, and cataracts?
Although primary non-reconstructive treatment of breast cancer is becoming
increasingly more effective, the optimal sequence and choice of therapies in the treatment
of breast cancer is not yet known. 3 However, the full management of breast cancer today
not only involves the appropriate combination of systemic and local treatments, but also
the involvement of a multidisciplinary team to assist in the full recovery of the patient
after treatment for breast cancer. 6 A physical therapist, as part of the multidisciplinary
team, has the potential to playa considerable role in the education of the patient, the
proper healing of the surgical site, the recovery of full physical and functional ability of
the affected upper extremity, possible prevention of associated complications and much
more.

16

CHAPTER III
COMPLICATIONS INFLUENCING PHYSICAL THERAPY INTERVENTION
Rehabilitation for an individual recovering post-surgically from breast cancer
should be aimed at regaining the affected upper extremity function through range of
motion and strengthening. The patient and the rehabilitation team should strive to attain
the highest level of function possible. However, there are multitudes of problems that
can emerge during the rehabilitation period. The rehabilitation team, including the
physical therapist, should attempt to educate the patient on and keep a watchful eye out
for problems that could interfere with regaining the affected upper extremity function.
Complications, including fibrosis and cording of tissue; seroma development; wound
infection and delayed wound healing; lymphedema; lethargy; neural disturbances; pain;
postural asymmetry; psychological effects; and cancer reoccurrence, are discussed in this
chapter. If possible, the rehabilitation team should attempt to educate the patient preoperatively on the possibilities of development of the above complications so that the
patient can monitor any possible problems and report them to the appropriate medical
professional as necessary. All medical professionals should watch for complications
associated post-surgically with breast cancer, in order to prevent, identify, and alleviate
the problems before they become severe enough to impede functional ability. 13
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Fibrosis
Fibrosis is caused by superficial and deep soft tissue changes, including scar
tissue. Because shoulder range of motion and strength can be limited by abnormal scar
formation, adhesions and fibrosis, the integrity and mobility of the affected chest wall,
axilla, and upper extremity must be addressed. It is important for the physical therapist to
examine the affected areas in order to determine if adhesions and/or fibrotic changes are
the cause of decreased or poor range of motion and strength. If fibrotic changes are
contributing to decreased or poor range of motion and strength or could cause a problem,
it is important to work to maintain and/or regain the suppleness of the affected tissue.

14 17
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Radiation therapy has been found to cause progressive fibrosis, abnormal scar
formation and overall tissue changes for up to one year or longer upon completion of
radiation. 11 , 15-17 Redness and tightness of skin during and after radiation treatment may
hinder physical progress, with fibrosis actually increasing once radiation is finished. If
possible, it is optimal if adequate range of motion including 110° of flexion, 90° of
abduction and 50° of external rotation be achieved before radiation is started since further
progress may be hampered during the radiation treatment. All medical professionals
involved with the rehabilitation team should work to educate the patient on the possible
side effects of fibrosis, including progressive tightening of the affected upper extremity,
secondary to radiation therapy and the importance of lifelong daily stretching to maintain
the extensibility ofthe tissue. Actual physical therapy treatment during radiation
treatment should focus on prolonged stretches to the anterior chest wall and axilla in
order to help maintain and regain the patient's range of motion. Patients should be
encouraged to continue stretching even when full range of motion is achieved to ensure
18

that range of motion does not become limited by ongoing scar and tissue
formation. 10. 11. 14.15
In the case of adhesions and fibrotic skin changes, it is important to make sure

the tissue is supple before continuing exercises. This can be achieved with deep tissue
friction massage as well as with soft tissue mobilization across the chest wall to break
down adhesions and increase circulation to the skin. If the patient has completed the
course of radiation and is free of cancer, hot and cold modalities and/or ultrasound can
also be used to increase the extensibility of the tissue. Gentile stretching, range of
motion, and joint mobilization if indicated, can also allow mobility superficially and
within the joint capsule. 14. 16 If the scar itself is not modified through stretching, it can
also become a limiting factor with upper extremity range of motion and strength. 14
Cording
Cording is described as the formation of fibrous bands running from the axilla to
the wrist and is often described as feeling like a sore muscle but can be associated with
varying degrees of pain. Pain caused by cording is most often exacerbated by shoulder
flexion with the elbow fully extended; thus, range of motion and exercises can be
seriously impaired by the condition. Modification of previous exercises to maximize
shoulder range of motion recovery, without exacerbating the pain associated with
cording, is a difficult but necessary challenge for the physical therapist. The cords can
either break or are spontaneously absorbed by three months. Until that time, additional
exercise to stretch the cords is indicated. lo•18
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Seroma
A seroma is a pocket of serosanguineous fluid on the anterior chest wall, incision
line, or axilla that often restricts exercise ability and impedes on the physical recovery of
the individual after breast cancer. 10,1 1 Seromas often occur after wound drains are
removed and are associated by many medical professionals with the early onset of upper
extremity movement. A patient experiencing a seroma will present with heaviness and
discomfort of the affected upper extremity. Treatment of a seroma includes needle
aspiration if the amount of serous fluid is significant; therefore, referral to the patient's
primary physician or surgeon as well as modification of physical therapy intervention is
advocated. 10
Wound Infection
Bacterial and other infections at the incision site can also impede physical
recovery of the patient. The physical therapist should be able to recognize the signs of a
local infection including redness, swelling, pain, and increased temperature. It is
important to refer the patient suffering from infection to the primary physician or surgeon
for possible antibiotic therapy or needle aspiration and to modify exercises as needed
until the infection is resolved. 10
Patients can also experience delayed wound healing as a result of radiation
therapy. These patients, along with patients with ulcerated chest walls due to advanced
disease or erythemas, will require skin care instruction, modification of exercises and
referral to the primary physician or surgeon for possible analgesics and instruction. The
patient should be instructed by the physical therapist on general skin care protection
including cleansing with tepid water and no soap, patting the area dry, wearing loose
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clothing, discontinuing the use of skin creams and lotions and avoiding direct exposure to
the sun. 16
Lymphedema
Lymphedema consists of protein-rich fluid build up in the affected upper
extremity, which if severe enough can impede exercise ability and progression to full
recovery. 10 Markowski et al 19 reports that lymphedema is one of the most significant
long-term complications following primary breast cancer treatment, resulting in cosmetic
disfigurement, physical discomfort and loss of functional ability. The authors followed
58 patients undergoing either modified radical mastectomy or radial mastectomy for one
year. All patients received post-operative treatment protocol with circumferential
measurements taken at five sites throughout the protocol. At one year post-operatively,
69% (40) of the patients showed no lymphedema, 22.4% (13) showed minimal
lymphedema (difference no less than 1.5 cm and no greater than 3 cm between the
affected and unaffected upper extremities), 5.2% (3) showed moderate lymphedema
(between 3 cm and 5 cm difference), and 3.4% (2) showed severe lymphedema (greater
than 5 cm difference). They indicate that the incidence of lymphedema is higher with
radiation therapy, delayed surgical wound healing, inadequate nutrition and obesity, as
well as without formal instruction of an exercise program. Markowski et al 19 reports that
the best way to reduce the incidence of lymphedema, which can occur from less than one
year post-operatively to 15 years post-operatively, is though an early rehabilitation
program, close patient follow up and patient education. The onset of lymphedema is
often subtle and unpredictable with one of the first signs.being the feeling of tightness,
fullness and/or heaviness around the arm or hand. The physical therapist should attempt
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to enhance the patient's understanding of the signs and symptoms, the risk factors as well
as the precautions associated with lymphedema. 10,16
The patient recovering from breast cancer should be taught to monitor
circumferential measurements at specific intervals in order to ensure early detection of
lymphedema. 16 An increased size of 0.6 cm of the affected upper extremity as compared
to the unaffected, especially of the upper arm, may be normal following breast cancer
surgery. However, when greater than 0.6 cm difference is found, intervention is typically
started with a specific compression garment fit by the physical therapist with
approximately 40-50 mmHg pressure depending on the patient, lymphatic massage if
indicated, isometric exercise, elevation andlor other techniques. When the difference
exceeds 3.5 cm to 5 cm, as compared to the uninvolved, treatment with a sequential
pneumatic device is often started, but does not exceed 30-40 mmHg pressure in order to
avoid further damage to the lymphatic system. If the primary physician has not been
notified and the patient has increased circumferential measurements of 2/8 inch for more
than three consecutive days, the primary physician or surgeon should be notified. 14,16
Circumferential measurements are probably the most precise means of detecting
lymphedema in the postsurgical patient; however, patients should also be instructed on
the following warning signs. The patient should become concerned if the affected arm
feels heavy, tight, or full and/or if clothing and jewelry do not fit as well as they
previously did. The patient should also be instructed to monitor for changes in skin
color, such as redness, streaking or blotching; changes in the texture of the arm, such as
being softer, harder, rougher or indented; and changes in the temperature of the arm, such
as being notably warmer or cooler than usual. 16
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The physical therapist should instruct the patient on the risk factors and associated
with lymphedema. Risk factors include the surgical removal of lymph nodes during the
surgical procedure, with increased risk associated with a higher level of axillary
dissection and a greater number of lymph nodes removed. Other risk factors include
wound infection, seroma and unskilled post-operative shoulder movement that increase
scarring and interfere with the regeneration of lymph channels. A patient is also at
increased risk for lymphedema if radiation therapy to the axilla or breast was part of the
primary treatment to eliminate the breast cancer. 10
The patient should be instructed on specific hand and arm care to prevent
lymphedema including avoiding cuts and scratches, overuse, injections or vaccinations in
the affected arm, prolonged lifting and carrying of heavy objects, trauma from activities
of daily living and extensive airplane flights secondary to the increased pressure. The
patient should also avoid wasps, bees and other insects; burns from oven, sunburn or
smoking; binding or squeezing the arm with blood pressure cuffs or tight jewelry and/or
clothing; underarm irritation from shaving and/or deodorant. Protective gloves and
clothing can be worn during activities that put the patient at risk for injury. Overall, the
patient recovering from breast cancer post-operatively should be instructed, without
increasing anxiety, to take extra care of the affected arm and hand and always be aware
of the early signs of lymphedema. The earlier lymphedema is caught the easier it is to
treat and the less impact it will have on the individual's physical recovery. 10,16
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Lethargy
Fatigue associated with radiation therapy and chemotherapy is important to
consider when planning treatment exercises and progression. Lethargy often limits
exercises; however, emphasis of therapy should remain on gaining range of motion and
maintaining exercises within tolerance of the patient. The intensity of the exercises can be
increased once lethargy decreases; however, until that time, progressive resistance
exercises are not recommended because heavy resistance requires increased energy.
Isokinetic exercises, using lower speeds and fewer repetitions than normal to avoid
fatigue, may be useful for strengthening specific muscles and increasing endurance
during chemotherapy and radiation therapy. If fatigue persists for 60 minutes post
exercise, the intensity of the exercise should be decreased until lethargy is minimized and .
then the intensity of exercises can be slowly increased. 10,15
Neural Disturbances
Neuropathic changes in the affected upper extremity and associated area can
include hyperesthesia, paresthesias, muscle weakness, neural pain and trophic
changes. 10,16 Some of the more common neuropathic problems that the physical therapist
may have to deal with include brachial plexus injuries, long thoracic nerve damage,
thoracodorsal nerve damage, and superficial sensory loss and/or radiating pain. 15,16 It is
important for the physical therapist to reassure patients experiencing neuropathic changes
that the problems usually spontaneously resolve in three months to one year and to
appropriately modify exercises in order to avoid further injury. 16
Long thoracic nerve damage results in serratus anterior palsy. The serratus
anterior muscle originates on ribs 1-8 and the aponeurosis of the intercostals and inserts
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on the superior angle and vertebral border of the scapula. It functions in scapular
abduction, upward rotation of the scapula and prevents "winging" of the scapula.
Although paralysis of the serratus anterior is painless, patients experiencing the palsy
often complain of "heavy arm" during attempted flexion and scapular winging is often an
early give away?O
Duncan et al 21 studied 36 patients who underwent 40 axillary node dissections in
regard to incidence, recovery and management of serratus anterior muscle palsy. Preoperatively, serratus anterior manual muscle tests were normal in all 40 affected
shoulders, while 30% (12) of the 40 resulted in serratus anterior muscle palsy after
surgery. He noted that none of the patients with serratus anterior muscle palsy had return
of strength after one month but that strength was normal in all by six to twelve months.
Specific exercises to increase serratus anterior strength are advocated; however, until
normal strength is regained, patients should be instructed to perform all exercises in
supine and advised not to use weights. The supine position allows the weight of the body
on the supporting surface to provide the stability the scapula needs to complete full
normal range of motion until functional strength returns. The clinical significance of
serratus anterior palsy is the resultant scapular instability when the patient attempts
shoulder flexion or abduction in standing or sitting. In unsupported positions, the weight
of the affected upper extremity causes the scapula to pull away from the chest wall. If
exercises are not completed in supine until the serratus anterior palsy is resolved, the
common result for the patient is increased shoulder tightness, pain, and emotional
frustration.
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Damage to the thoracodorsal nerve results in latissimus dorsi palsy. The
latissimus dorsi originates on the T6-T 12 vertebrae, the L 1-L5 and sacral vertebrae, ribs
9-12, the inferior angle of the scapula, the supraspinal ligament and the ilium and inserts
on the humerous and the deep fascia of the arm. This muscle functions in extension,
adduction and internal rotation of the shoulder; hyperextension of the spine; as well as in
overhead activities such as swimming, climbing, crutch walking or swinging. It is also
very active in strong expiration and inspiration?O
Latissimus dorsi palsy occurs less frequently than serratus anterior palsy and is
more difficult to identify in the initial post-operative period because atrophy may not be
visible and the patient may have no complaints of weakness. Specific exercises to
strengthen the latissimus dorsi as well as prior exercises are indicated; however, exercises
should be done in supine and without weights. Long-term results of latissimus dorsi
palsy can include hypertrophy of the teres major, an abducted scapula and resultant
shoulder pain due to muscle imbalance. If latissimus dorsi strengthening is not an option,
a strengthening program for the rhomboids and the trapezius can be used as a substitute
to stabilize the scapula. 11
Damage to various sensory nerves can result in sensory disturbances including
hyperesthesia or parestesias. Paresthesias are experienced by virtually all patients
undergoing axillary dissection beginning with post-operative anesthesia in the axilla and
along the medial and posterior arm. Often this paresthesia resolves and is replaced by
hyperesthesia or dysesthesia. 18 Whether normal sensation will spontaneously return or
not return at all cannot be predicted. However, the physical therapist should attempt to
educate the patient on the cause of the sensory disturbance and advocate extra care be
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taken with the affected upper extremity.lo Early intervention by a trained physical
therapist, including modification of the exercise program and education, is very important
with to neural disorders. 16
Pain
Pain can playa major role in the rehabilitation process for the individual
recovering from breast cancer. In order to reach the physical level needed to function
effectively and maintain the patients participation in rehabilitation exercises, pain
management is vital. I I Pain can be caused by numerous factors in the postsurgical breast
cancer patient, including chest wall tenderness due to radiation therapy, muscle spasm,
infection, neuropathic causes, lymphedema, and the surgical procedure itself. 17,19,22
Pain control is attempted by many means, including analgesics, muscle relaxants
and other pharmacologicals; superficial and deep heat; massage; passive range of motion;
relaxation approaches; electrical stimulation; ultrasound; ice; and compression. Because
opinions differ concerning what types of pain control are indicated and/or contraindicated
for the breast cancer patient, it is important to contact the primary physician or surgeon
before implementing any pain control program. I1 , 15,18,22-24
Postural Asymmetry
Early intervention of asymmetrical posture can serve to inhibit changes that could
be disabling and prevent possible problems that could result from the postural
asymmetry. It is common for post-surgical breast cancer patients to hold the involved
side in a depressed and internally rotated position at the shoulder and a protracted
position at the scapula, which can result in lateral flexion and rotation of the neck to the
affected side. The changes on the affected side can also cause postural asymmetry on the
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unaffected side .. It is important to educate the patient on abnonnal posture that can
impede on the physical recovery of the patient. In order to avoid this posturing, scapular
adduction exercises, shoulder elevation and retraction exercises as well as postural
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Psychological Effects
Physical problems have been addressed above, but is also important to take into
consideration the possible psychological effects that the diagnosis of breast cancer, the
actual surgical procedure to remove a breast, lifestyle changes, fears of reoccurrence, and
concerns of rejection can have on an individual recovering from breast cancer.
Psychological problems can interfere with the physical recovery of the post-surgical
breast cancer patient; so, it is important for the physical therapist to recognize any
possible psychological effects that could hinder the total recovery of the patient. Anger
and sadness are often nonnal for a post-surgical breast cancer patient and these reactions
may be delayed. The physical therapist should listen carefully to the patient, while
attempting to give encouragement and support as well as encouraging the support of
family, friends and support groups. Education for the patient and family on the signs and
symptoms of possible psychological problems may also be incorporated into physical
therapy. It is very important for the patient, family, and physical therapist to face and
address all psychological problems in order to achieve a full functional recovery from
breast cancer. It may be necessary to refer the patient to a more qualified medical
professional in order to address the psychological implications associated with the
primary treatment of breast cancer. 10,13 , 14
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Reoccurrence of Cancer
Signs and symptoms of cancer reoccurrence should be monitored for life by the
patient recovering from breast cancer and any health professionals in contact with the
patient. The development of arm swelling, systemic signs and symptoms, and the loss of
shoulder range of motion with significant pain two or more years after surgery suggests
recurrent disease and indicates the patient return to the primary physician or surgeon. 18
Management of breast cancer secondary problems remains a challenging and
dynamic area of treatment. 16 The physical therapist and patient should not only focus on
regaining the affected upper extremity function, but should also be educated on the
possible complications discussed here and maintain a watchful eye for problems that may
arise. Various surgical procedures and treatment groups present different clinical
problems and complications and each may require slightly different rehabilitation
interventions depending on the signs and symptoms of the individual patient. 18 It is
important to keep and open mind and eye, in order to avoid and alleviate problems that
may interfere with full function of the upper extremity in a breast cancer patient.
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CHAPTER IV
THE EFFICACY OF PHYSICAL THERAPY IN THE TREATMENT OF BREAST
CANCER
Breast cancer is recognized as a major health problem because of its high
incidence and its detrimental impact on the quality of life of an individual recovering
from breast cancer. Breast cancer and its primary treatment frequently results in
disabilities that warrant the same consideration given to disabilities arising from other
causes. Contemporary cancer rehabilitation aimed at the maximization of physical and
functional needs of the individual, within the limitations imposed by the disease and its
treatment, fits logically into the picture for an individual with breast cancer, since
primary treatment often leaves the individual with disabilities. However, cancer
rehabilitation after primary therapy is a controversial issue in regard to the effectiveness
of physical therapy with breast cancer patients and in regard to early upper extremity
motion and possible complications versus delayed upper extremity motion and possible
decreased upper extremity function?7
The objectives of cancer rehabilitation are essentially the same as rehabilitation of
other disabilities. The multidisciplinary team can help to provide an individual
recovering from breast cancer with rehabilitation services to restore physical functioning
within the limitations of disease, help the individual return to society as easily as possible
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despite any physical limitations, and provide education?7 The importance of a physical
therapist on the multidisciplinary team cannot be underestimated in order to regain the
physical and functional use of the affected upper extremity while minimizing the
development of secondary complications that could hinder the full recovery of upper
extremity function. 10,28 Without rehabilitation and guided progression of exercises by a
trained physical therapist, an individual recovering from breast cancer, may encounter
31
long term shoulder and upper extremity impairment affecting quality oflife. 28 Healey29 reports that shoulder dysfunction is a frequent complication following
primary treatment of breast cancer. He conducted a survey of271 patients treated for
breast cancer, 91 patients (33.6%) had some limitation of shoulder motion after one to
four years. Of these patients, 22 (8.2%) presented with abduction less than 90° and 69
(25.4%) presented with 90° to 175° of abduction. Ofthe patients surveyed, 82 were
given no formal instruction as to shoulder exercises, 159 were given written instructions
for range of motion exercises under the limited guidance of a physical therapist and 30
received formal physical therapy.
Wingate et al 30 studied 115 female patients undergoing a modified radical
mastectomy for breast carcinoma. All patients had preoperative shoulder flexion,
abduction and functional evaluations performed, as well as upper extremity
circumferential measurements at five levels. The patients were randomly assigned to
groups either to receive immediate post-operative physical therapy or not. There was a
significant increase in shoulder range of motion of the 64 females who received physical
therapy as compared to the 51 females who received no physical therapy.
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At post-operative day five, both groups showed loss of range of motion with the
mean shoulder abduction and flexion for the treated group being 128.8° and 129.4°
respectively as compared to 101.9° and 104.9° respectively in the untreated group (p<
0.001). Shoulder range of motion post-discharge, which ranged from one to three
months, showed significant differences for abduction and flexion, with the treatment
group measuring 155.1 ° and 151.6° respectively as compared to 137.5° and 135.5°
respectively in the untreated group (p< 0.001). The treated group also had fewer
problems with five of six upper extremity functional tasks tested. The untreated group
had significantly greater difficulty zipping a back zipper (p= 0.02), washing the back (p=
0.03), bringing arm across back to contralateral scapula (p= 0.02), making a bed (p=
0.05) and carrying 10 pounds on the ipsilateral shoulder (p= 0.01). There was no
significant difference between the groups for length of hospital stay, upper extremity
edema or postoperative complications. Overall, the authors showed that physical therapy
interVention for post-mastectomy upper extremity function makes a significant difference
in the return to pre-operative functional level and quality of life without increasing the
incidence of post-operative complications or prolonging hospital stay.3D
Gutman et ae s states that the importance of physical therapy should not be
underestimated regardless of the primary treatment completed to eliminate the breast
cancer. The authors found that flexion, abduction and external rotation in 90° are the
most commonly impaired functions after either modified radical mastectomy or
quadrantectomy. The study compared the pre-operative and post-operative range of
motion of 27 patients receiving a modified radical mastectomy and 21 patients receiving
a quadrantectomy with axillary dissection and radiation therapy. Although patients in the
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quadrantectomy group demonstrated significantly greater range of flexion on the first
post-operative day and at suture removal, all patients regained baseline pre-operative
range of motion by three months post-operatively with physical therapy. They concluded
that although some surgeries for breast cancer may require more intensive and prolonged
physical therapy than others, the importance of physical therapy to regain function in the
affected upper extremity should not be underestimated. The authors encourage intensive
physical therapy to restore the range of motion and functional ability of the affected
upper extremity.
Wingate31 conducted a study of 92 patients receiving mastectomies for carcinoma
of the breast. Assessment of goniometric range of motion of the shoulder,
circumferential changes and functional tasks was performed pre-operatively and postoperatively in 50 patients who received two physical therapy sessions per day and 42
patients who received no physical therapy. There was no significant difference fOurId
between the groups for either length of hospital stay or post-operative complications,
with the group receiving no physical therapy having a slightly higher incidence of
complications (15%) as compared to the physical therapy group (12.2%). There was also
no significant difference in circumferential measurements between the two groups.
Significant differences were found between the group receiving physical therapy and the
group not receiving physical therapy in shoulder range of motion at five days
postoperatively and at three months post-operatively, with the physical therapy group
having significantly better range of motion at both times. Long term range of motion
showed return to pre-operative range for the physical therapy group whereas group that
received no physical therapy had significantly less range in shoulder abduction (p<
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0.001), flexion (p< 0.001) and external rotation (p< 0.05). There was also a significantly
larger proportion of patients who did not receive physical therapy who experienced
difficulty with functional tasks at both five days and three months as compared to
physical therapy patients. Wingate3 I showed that physical therapy plays an integral part
in regaining shoulder function following a mastectomy and that patients who receive
physical therapy achieve better function and return to premorbid range of motion sooner
than those who do not.
Despite the many benefits that a trained physical therapist can bring to a patient
recovering from breast cancer, many patients are never referred to physical therapy due to
multiple reasons. Primary physicians and surgeons have doubts about the benefits of
physical therapy; concerns regarding the effect of physical therapy on the incidence of
post-operative complications such as seromas, lymphedema, delayed would healing,
increased wound drainage and possible damage to the surgical site, and concerns of
increased medical costs. Some primary physicians and surgeons believe that the new,
less invasive surgical techniques do not impair shoulder function, while others believe
that patients recover just fine without physical therapy and with only verbal instruction to
"move the arm". I 1,31
The controversy between the benefits versus the complications that physical
therapy can provide at either an early phase or delayed phase is a heated debate. Early
physical therapy is often advised to enable patients to regain the affected upper extremity
function including range of motion, strength and functional ability as soon as possible
and maintain the function for life. However, many professionals argue that early physical
therapy can increase the incidence of seroma development, increase wound drainage,
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delay wound healing and prolong hospital stay. Some professionals believe that delayed
physical therapy can regain the same functional outcomes long term that early physical
therapy offers, without increasing the incidence of post-operative complications.
However, delayed physical therapy may also increase the incidence of frozen shoulder,
shoulder imbalance in muscle strength and life long restrictions in functional activities
such as bathing, brushing and combing hair, dressing, reaching overhead, making a bed,
and carrying groceries. Early versus delayed physical therapy has been studied
extensively and will be described below; however, there still remains no consensus on
when to begin physical therapy post-operativelyll, 30,32
Schultz et ae 3 conducted a study on 163 patients with breast cancer undergoing
modified radical mastectomies to evaluate if the frequency of post-operative seromas
could be reduced, without increasing shoulder dysfunction, through delayed postoperative shoulder exercises. In this study, 89 patients began active exercises to regain
range.of motion on post-operative day one with a physical therapist, while 74 patients
began the same program on post-operative day seven with a physical therapist. The
patients were evaluated pre-operatively and post-operatively, with the last evaluation four
to six months post-operatively. There was a significant difference in the number of
seromas, with 38% (34/89) of the early group experiencing seromas with 20 ml or more
of fluid and 22% (16/74) of the delayed group experiencing seromas. At one week postoperatively, 46% of the delayed physical therapy group had impaired shoulder mobility
as compared to 18% with impaired shoulder mobility in the early physical therapy group.
However, no significant difference was found between groups in the last outcome of
shoulder mobility. Schultz et al 23 found that delayed shoulder exercises began on post35

operative day seven reduced the frequency of post-operative seromas without resulting in
increased shoulder mobility impairment as compared to early exercises, which can
increase the incidence of seromas.
Flew32 studied the effects of immobilization of the shoulder on wound drainage in
64 patients undergoing a radical mastectomy for breast carcinoma. Thirty-five patients
were placed into an immobilized group using a splint and 29 patients in a mobilized
group beginning post-operative day two. Significant differences were found between
groups in mean volume of total drainage, with 1203.1 ml in the mobilized versus 725.4
ml in the immobilized (p< 0.01) and mean total time of drainage, with 16.4 days in the
mobilized versus 11.7 days in the immobilized group. Neither group showed postoperative limitation of internal nor external rotation at the four month follow up, although
there was a considerable impairment in shoulder abduction early in the post-operative
phase but then showed no difference at four months. There was a significant difference
found between the groups regarding incidence of lymphedema, with a mean increase in
mean forearm circumferences of 0.83 cm in the immobilized group versus mean increase
of 0.22 cm in the mobilized group at four months (p< 0.01). This increase in
lymphedema may have been a result of restriction of arm movement, which results in an
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interruption of the pumping action of the muscles on venous lymph flow. Flew

concluded that active shoulder movement early after mastectomy increases the volume
and duration of drainage without affecting eventual shoulder mobility. It was found that
by limiting shoulder movement for seven days post-operatively, the amount of fluid
drainage can be reduced an average of 40% and length of time that fluid ceases can be
reduced 29%.
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Dawson et ae 3 studied the effect of shoulder immobilization on would seroma and
shoulder dysfunction following modified radical mastectomy in 100 female patients. The
patients were randomized into two groups: the first group (n=51) began exercises postoperative day one and the second group (n=49) remained with ann immobilized in a sling
for five days post-operatively and then exercises were started. There was no significant
difference in drainage volume or seroma development in the mobilized versus the
immobilized group; however, there was a trend toward decreased drainage volume and
lower incidence of seromas in the immobilized group. There was also no significant
difference found in limitation of shoulder function between the groups, although the
number of patients with functional loss greater than 15° was slightly higher in the
immobilized group. In conclusion, Dawson et ae 3 found that delayed shoulder exercises
may be an advantage for decreased drainage volume and lower incidence of seroma
development since no adverse effect on shoulder function was shown.
VanDer Horst et ae 4 studied shoulder function after mastectomy with axillary
dissection in 57 patients in which 59 operations were performed. The patients were
randomized into two groups with the first group beginning exercises immediately after
the operation and the second group beginning on the seventh day post-operatively. The
patients were evaluated pre-operatively and post-operatively at six months for range of
motion, wound drainage and shoulder function. The study found that there was no
significant difference in wound drainage between the groups, thus there are no
disadvantageous effects of early mobilization on wound healing. The 31 patients
beginning exercises immediately resulted with 25 patients (81 %) showing full range of
motion after six months; four patients (13%) showing minor restrictions ofless than 15°;
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and two patients (6%) with serious restrictions of greater than 15°. The 28 patients who
began exercises post-operative day seven resulted with 22 patients (79%) with full range
of motion; three patients (11 %) with minor restriction and three patients (11 %) with
major restrictions, which was not a significant difference between the groups. The
authors related that shoulder movement restriction was most often seen after axillary
radiotherapy or after serious wound healing problems. In conclusion, this study found no
disadvantageous effects of early mobilization on wound healing or on residual shoulder
function as compared with delayed mobilization.
Pollard et ae s performed a study of 192 patients treated with three different
physical therapy regimens following simple or radical mastectomy with or without
radiotherapy. The different regimens included physical therapy from post-operative day
one (early); physical therapy started on post-operative day three or four and gradually
increased according to comfort (intermediate); and physical therapy started after suture
removal on post-operative days seven to ten (delayed). In comparing mean abduction
scores for all patients in each group, the early physical therapy group was found to be
significantly better than the delayed physical therapy group (p< 0.01), but all of the other
comparisons showed no significant difference. It was found that 51 % of patients with
delayed physical therapy were unable to abduct their arm beyond 150°, compared with
22% with intermediate physical therapy and only 9% with early physical therapy. The
study found that patients receiving radiotherapy had significantly worse abduction range
of motion than patients with surgery alone (p< 0.05). The study noted no difference in
appearance of scars and no evidence of delayed healing between the groups. The authors
states that the most important conclusion is the relationship between early physical
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therapy and good shoulder motion. Pollard et ae 6 advises early physical therapy
following all forms of treatment for breast cancer in order to return to the highest
functional ability possible.
Lotze et al 36 conducted a study on a total of 36 patients with 40 axillary
dissections, to determine the impact of early versus delayed physical therapy. The
authors focused on determining if early physical therapy interfered with wound healing
and if post-operative early physical therapy is more effective in returning the patient to a
more functional range of motion than a program less vigorous and delayed. It was found
that patients with early motion had significantly greater total drainage than those with
delayed motion (p< 0.02). The early motion patients also had significantly more total
days of drainage (p< 0.01) and a significantly longer duration of hospital stay (p< 0.02)
as compared to delayed motion patients. There was no significant difference found
between groups with regard to flexion, abduction and external rotation at one, three or six
months. The study concluded that while early involvement of a physical therapist in
maintaining joint mobility until wound healing and drainage permit progression is
important, early shoulder motion beyond 40° in all planes should be avoided because it
can prolong and stimulate wound drainage, delay wound healing and extend hospital
stays for patients recovering from breast cancer.
Breast cancer has been one of the most extensively studied cancers in
rehabilitation literature, probably relating to the increase in frequency in recent years and
to the physical impact that primary non-reconstructive treatment can have on an
individual recovering from breast cancer.3? The benefits of post-operative physical
therapy, in order to reduce any possible physical limitations that primary therapy may
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cause, has been shown by Healey,29 Wingate et al,3o Gutman et al,28 and Wingate3 ).
However, the debate regarding early versus late onset of physical therapy continues to
raise a number of questions and concerns, which sometimes stop primary physicians and
surgeons from referral of the individual recovering from breast cancer to physical
therapy. The early versus delayed onset controversy warrants more extensive research
and study; however, until that time there is no consensus on when to begin physical
therapy post-operatively. Physical therapy has been shown to play an important role in
returning an individual recovering from breast cancer to the quality of life to which the
patient is accustomed.
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CHAPTER V
REGAINING UPPER EXTREMITY FUNCTION
An individual recovering from primary non-reconstructive treatment of breast
cancer can present with a multitude of physical and psychological problems that should
be addressed by the rehabilitation team. With referral from the patient's physician,
physical therapy can be initiated either pre-surgically and/or post-surgically to educate
the patient, provide guidance for regaining the affected upper extremity range of motion
and strength, and prevent or alleviate any possible secondary complications. Physical
therapy should include a complete evaluation of the patient either pre-surgically and/or
post-surgically, as well as an exercise protocol appropriate for the specific individual
being treated. Some physicians/surgeons have specific guidelines or protocols to follow
for post-surgical treatment; thus, it is important to contact the physician before
performing the evaluation or implementing any treatment protocol. The following
chapter provides information on the evaluation of a patient before and after primary nonreconstructive treatment of breast cancer, patient precautions, and various conservative
and aggressive exercise protocols extending from the acute care phase of treatment to
outpatient care. It is important to remember that each patient is unique and that a trained
physical therapist should center treatment around the unique presentation of the patient at
hand.
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Evaluation
The patient evaluation can be conducted either pre-operatively or postoperatively. A pre-surgical evaluation is very helpful because it provides an opportunity
for the physical therapist to answer patient questions and to educate the patient. It also
provides the opportunity to determine premorbid baseline data in order to attempt to
return to premorbid status after the primary non-reconstructive treatment. The presurgical evaluation is often better for the patient psychologically too, because after
surgery many patients may be waiting for the results of the excised tumor metastasis.
However, depending on the patient and the facility at hand, a pre-surgical evaluation may
not always be possible. Whether the evaluation is performed pre-surgically or postsurgically, it is vital that the physical therapist develop rapport with the patient, explain
the role of the physical therapist and perform a full evaluation within the limits ofthe
patient. 16
Regardless of when the evaluation is performed, it is important to perfonn a full
history on the patient including an appropriate chart review. Determination ofthe type of
surgical procedure performed, as well as if systemic therapy has been performed or will
be performed, is vital to treatment of the patient. The patient history should include any
prior problems of the anterior chest wall, axilla, or upper extremity that may impede
regaining full physical function. A list of medications the patient is currently taking, in
order to determine if the medications could have an impact on physical recovery is
necessary to provide adequate treatment. Determining hand dominance is important in
order to assess the level of impact that the affected upper extremity will have on activities
such as self-care after surgery. The patient's cognitive status and current social support
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system is also important to address in regard to the patient's ability to cope and deal with
' I'Issues surround'mg breast cancer. 162438
. h
th e psyc
0 i
ogica
' ,
Observation of the patient should be performed both post-operatively and preoperatively. Primary treatment of breast cancer can have a profound impact on the
posture of the entire upper trunk. The physical therapist should observe the patient's
overall posture of the upper body and postural training should be implemented as early as
possible if indicated. 16,39
Evaluation of range of motion, strength, sensation, limb circumferential
measurements, and functional abilities should always be performed post-operatively to
assess the current status of the patient after primary treatment, but can also be performed
pre-operatively to gain baseline data, if possible. If early evaluation is not possible, postsurgical comparison of the affected side to the unaffected side can be used as a baseline.
Pre-surgically, evaluation of range of motion, strength, sensation, limb circumference and
functional abilities can be performed as one would normally perform evaluation
techniques. Post-surgically, manual muscle tests are not recommended. Passive to active
assistive range of motion of the neck, shoulder, scapula, and upper extremity should be
assessed with regard to the amount of movement and the patient's willingness to move,
within the patient restrictions and pain tolerance. Because sensation can be affected
drastically by various surgical procedures, it is also important to assess upper extremity
and trunk sensation and proprioception. Limb circumferential measurements are a good
indicator of lymphedema in the affected arm. Measurements can be taken at any location
of the upper extremity, as long as the examiner is consistent with measuring the points
with the use of a reference point. The patient's ability to perform activities of daily
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living, self-care needs, fine and gross motor skills and any other functional needs should
also be addressed. 16,38,39
Post-operatively, the patient will present with an incision(s) over the anterior
chest wall and possibly extending into the axilla, depending upon the procedure used to
eliminate the breast cancer. All incision sites will be covered with wound pressure
dressing and compression tape. Drains that emerge from the covered anterior lateral
chest wall and empty into a receptacle beneath the gown, will be monitored and remain in
place until drainage from the site is less than 20-30 ml in a 24 hour period. The patient
may have a patient controlled analgesia pump attached to the uninvolved arm. This
pump is important to consider, since it can mask the pain that the physical therapist may
use to monitor exercise progression. An intravenous line may also be attached to the
unaffected arm. The physical therapist should precisely observe the post-operative
presentation of the patient in order to not disrupt any drains or cause undue trauma to the
incision site(s).6,11
If possible, the surgical site should be examined and palpated as tolerated by the
patient. It is important to know the length and integrity of the scar as well as assess the
mobility of the chest wall soft tissue. The physical therapist should observe the patient's
overall condition of the chest wall, clavicular area, axilla and the affected upper
extremity. Observation of any obvious deformities, abnormal soft-tissue contours,
abnormal color or contour of skin, and abnormal heat, swelling or redness should be
assessed. 16,39
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Post-Operative Precautions
The side effects of systemic therapy, including chemotherapy and hormone
therapy, can have a profound impact on an individual recovering post-surgically from
breast cancer. Often times, the rehabilitation process will need to be delayed or modified
until the side effects are minimized or the rehabilitation intervention my need to be
coordinated around the agent schedule, in order for the therapy to be performed when
side effects are minimal. 11 A list of common chemotherapy and hormone therapy agents
and their side effects is provided in Table 4 and Table 5 in Appendix A. Monitoring of
the patient's lab data, vital signs and overall health during or after systemic therapy is
important, as it can have many effects in regard to rehabilitation.
If resistive or aerobic exercise is going to be performed, lab data should be
reviewed to determine if this type of exercise is safe for the patient. The patient's platelet
count should be between 150,000 and 400,000/fll for safe exercise to be performed. If
the platelet count is less than 50,000/fll, resistive exercise and prolonged stretching
should be avoided and if the platelet count is less than 25,000/fll, all activity should be
restricted because the patient is at significant risk for hemorrhage. The normal
hematocrit levels for healthy adults are 37-47% for females and 40-54% for males. Any
hematocrit level below this range is considered abnormal and the patient's heart rate,
blood pressure and respiration rate should be observed for any significant change,
especially during exercise. A normal oxygen saturation level is between 95-100%, with
levels always above 90% during exercise. If the patient's oxygen saturation continuously
falls below 90% during exercise, the physician should be contacted for possible external
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oxygen though a nasal cannula and the intensity of the activity should be adjusted as
.

appropnate.

II

Vital signs generally include the monitoring of temperature, pulse, respiration,
and blood pressure. Variations in one or more vital signs are a clear indication that some
change in the patient's physiologic status has occurred. Normal body temperature should
remain relatively constant despite the outside environmental factors and should average
98.6 0 plus or minus 1.8 0 for a normal adult. A pulse range of 60-80 beats per minute is
considered normal for an adult. Normal respiration rate for a resting adult ranges form
12-18 breaths per minute. Blood pressure for the normal adult should range from 110140 systolic and 60-80 diastolic. However, blood pressure should never be taken on the
patient's involved arm in order to avoid lymphedema. If the patient's vital signs change
drastically during exercise, the level of activity should be reduced appropriately or
discontinued and the physician should be contacted as necessary.40
. During systemic therapy, the patient's nutritional status may be affected due to
nausea, vomiting and/or diarrhea; thus, it is important to monitor caloric intake as
necessary with possible assistance of or referral to a nutritionist or dietician. A more
conservative exercise approach may be necessary depending on the nutritional status of
the patient. II
The post-surgical breast cancer patient should be cautioned against lifting heavy
items greater than five pounds for a period of two weeks and items greater than ten
pounds for a period of ten weeks. Reminders are often needed to let the patient know that
items such as luggage and children are too heavy to lift and tasks such as moving
furniture and vacuuming often puts too much strain on the affected upper extremity
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initially. The patient should be encouraged to gradually resume activities of daily living,
but should be instructed to take extra caution with all activities that require pulling,
pushing, lifting and/or carrying. Depending on the primary physician or surgeon, the
patient may also have automobile driving restrictions in order to protect the affected
upper extremity. I 1,41
During exercises, the patient and physical therapist should attempt to avoid over
exertion by repeating exercises only to the point of feeling tired but not exhausted. The
patient may note discomfort during exercises and stretches but should avoid pain.
Discomfort after exercises should not last longer than a few hours, if the patient feels pain
or discomfort longer than a few hours the intensity of the exercises should be decreased
until patient tolerance is increased. When performing stretches and exercises, care should
be taken to avoid causing trauma to the incision site and avoid tissue blanching. All
exercises should be modified as necessary depending on the current status of the patient
and any pending complications. 13,38
Treatment procedures
The rehabilitation process for an individual recovering from primary nonreconstructive treatment of breast cancer is most oftt:n split up into acute care treatment
in the hospital setting and outpatient treatment. The acute care rehabilitation phase can
range from pre-operative care until discharge from the hospital 3-7 days after surgery.
Depending on the physical and functional status of the patient, outpatient therapy can be
initiated at any time after discharge from the acute care setting. 11 The amount of time
spent each setting varies according to the specific needs of the patient being treated.
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Each patient is different and should be treated by a trained professional based on the
unique presentation at the time of the evaluation.
Immediately post-operatively, the patient may be confined to bed rest for one or
more days. While the patient is on bed rest and even after the patient is able to get out of
bed, instruction and implementation of proper positioning of the affected upper extremity
is important. The shoulder should be slightly flexed and abducted with the distal
extremity elevated and supported to inhibit post-surgical edema and avoid any protective
splinting of the affected arm. This posture should be adopted in all positions, including
sitting, when the affected upper extremity is not active. 16,38
Breathing exercises to promote relaxation and full chest expansion are also often
started in the early phases ofrehabilitation. 11 ,17,41 ,42 Anthes et al 42 recommends
segmental breathing be performed in five repetitions, five times per day. The patient
should be instructed on proper hand placement over the side of the incision with slow,
deep breathing through the nose until the chest expands in that area. Inspiration should
be followed by slow exhalation through the mouth until the chest fully relaxes.
Education and implementation of normal posture is also very important in early
rehabilitation. Correction of possible postural asymmetry early can help to prevent
further postural problems later. Often patient attempt to hold the affected upper
extremity in a protected position against the torso with the elbow flexed to 90°. The
patient should be encouraged to hold the involved upper extremity in a functional
position comparable to the uninvolved upper extremity. Postural exercises may need to
be implemented depending on the postural status of the patient. Scapular retraction and
shoulder shrugs are often indicated to promote shoulder symmetry. 16,17,38,41,42
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The initiation and progression of exercises in the rehabilitation process depends
largely on the protocol of the primary physician or surgeon. The importance of checking
with the physician regarding when exercises should be initiated, precautions and
contraindications before beginning an exercise program cannot be emphasized enough.
With approval from the primary physician or surgeon, active to active assistive range of
motion exercises, with or without isometric holds, for the elbow, forearm, wrist and hand
are advocated. The initiation of shoulder and upper trunk motion is much more
controversial than the arm exercises and will be described according to specific
protocols. 6, 11 , 16,38,41,43
Adcock l6 advocates passive to active assistive range of motion of the shoulder in
supine be started as soon as the patient is no longer on bed rest. All motion should be
performed within the patient's pain tolerance and without traumatizing the incision site.
On post-operative days four and five, a shoulder exercise program should be started,
including active neck range of motion; shoulder shrugs; protraction and retraction of the
scapula; rotation, abduction and flexion of the shoulder; and resistive exercises for the
elbow, forearm, wrist and hand.
Willhite
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recommends careful range of motion beginning post-operative day one.

He recommends beginning with passive and progressing to active assistive
straightforward shoulder flexion while stabilizing the scapula, internal and external
rotation of the shoulder with the shoulder abducted to 90° and the elbow flexed to 90°,
and chest expansion exercises. The author recommends five repetitions of each exercise
to begin and progression as tolerated. The patient should then progress to active assistive
exercises with the use of a pulley, wand or the unaffected upper extremity, while
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attempting to do as much work as possible with the affected upper extremity.
Progression to resistive exercises with surgical tubing and weights should be
accomplished as tolerated by the patient. He recommends caution throughout the
exercise progression and advises advancement of exercises with a trained physical
therapist.
Beeby and Broeg41 recommend passive range of motion including forward flexion
of the shoulder, horizontal abduction and adduction of the shoulder, internal and external
rotation and pure abduction of the shoulder by a trained physical therapist on postoperative days one through four. On post-operative day five, they advocate adding
Codman's exercises and bilateral active shoulder and elbow exercises. Proprioceptive
neuromuscular facilitation techniques and patterns, assessment of activities of daily
living, wand exercises and Codman's exercises with a five-pound weight held in the hand
should be added on post-operative day six. On post-operative days seven though eleven,
resistive proprioceptive techniques (PNF) should be added and any current active
assistive exercises should progress to active exercises. On post-operative days 12 and 13,
the patient should be introduced to the ann ergometer (UBE) in order to increase
endurance. The patient should be discharged with a home exercise program when
appropriate.
6

Box recommends shoulder movement should be restricted to less than 100° for
the first two days post-operatively, but that shoulder movement should begin immediately
within that range limit. The range should be gradually increased with pain as the limiting
factor. The movement should begin passively in the pain free range and progress to full
active range of motion. Before discharge from the acute care setting, a home exercise
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program and instruction on the limitations of activities should be addressed by the
physical therapist.
Follow up for the individual recovering from breast cancer is recommended by
Box 6 at 1-,2-,3-,6-, 12-, 18- and 24-month intervals. At the initial outpatient
appointment, a review of the home exercise program, current activity level .and
knowledge of lymphedema prevention should be addressed by the physical therapist.
The exercise program and stretches should be progressed with appropriate increases in
resistance, repetitions, andlor changes in position added in order to increase difficulty.
Lymphedema prevention should be continued and the integrity of the scar should be
addressed. Scar massage may be required for 6-12 months post-operatively as soft tissue
continues to remodel and contract. At the two-month period, progression of the exercises
and stretches should be accomplished, while monitoring for any possible side effects of
systemic therapy. The patient should be advised on the return to any pre-operative
functional activities that have not been addressed thus far in therapy, in order for a full
return to premorbid status. At the 3-, 6-, 12-, 18- and 24-month follow ups, assessment
of overall progression of exercises and activities of daily living as well as any
complications should be completed. The physical therapist should attempt to answer any
questions the patient may have or find resources to address questions and modify
exercises as needed.
On post-operative days two and three, Pauls and Reed38 advocate passive and
active assistive range of motion of the shoulder. On post-operative days four and five,
they recommend active exercises and manual isotonic resistance exercises such as neck
range of motion, shoulder shrugs, shoulder rotation, flexion and abduction as well as
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scapular protraction and retraction. Stretching activities are advocated for specific
decreases in joint range of motion secondary to muscle tightness and adhesions. Low
intensity joint mobilization of the glenohumeral joint and the scapulothoracic joint may
also be used to decrease pain and increase mobility. An exercise program with emphasis
on flexibility, strength, and endurance is recommended for home use.
Wood and Gerber 18 report that according to the National Institute of Health
(NIH), early motion is important because the most significant gains in range of motion of
the affected upper extremity are made in the first six weeks post-operatively. Thus the
NIH begins exercises on post-operative day one with 40° of shoulder flexion and
abduction as well as shoulder internal and external rotation as tolerated. On postoperative day three, the flexion and abduction of the shoulder is increased to 45°, while
internal and external rotation remain to tolerance. On post-operative days four through
six, shoulder flexion is increased to 45-90°, abduction remains at 45° and rotation
remains to patient tolerance. From post-operative day seven until the patient's drains are
removed, all of the above motions are as tolerated. The range of motion exercises are
carried out beginning with passive progressing to active assistive and finally active. They
also advocate gentle accessory mobilization of the glenohumeral joint in cases where
range of motion is limited and gains are no longer being made. Active assistive pulley
exercises can be initiated once the patient is allowed range of motion to tolerance and can
be continued as long as the physical therapist finds beneficial. They recommend the
patient gain 55° of shoulder external rotation, 110° of shoulder flexion, and 90° of
shoulder abduction before discharge, with an appropriate home exercise program and
follow up physical therapy as needed for assessment and modification of exercises.
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Grabois l7 begins active range of motion and relaxation techniques to the shoulder
girdle on post-operative day three. The author l7 recommends increasing range of motion .
passively beginning post-operative day seven or whenever the drains are removed. At
that time, 90° of shoulder flexion and 75° of shoulder abduction, without disturbance of
the surgical site, should be initiated. Resistive exercises can be added after the sutures
have been removed. An appropriate home exercise program addressing range of motion,
strength, endurance and activities of daily living should be given to the patient at
discharge. The patient should be instructed to perform the range of motion program two
to three times per day for six months and at least once per day for one to two years after
radiation therapy.
Rosenbaum et al 43 describes an exercise program in three stages for the individual
recovering from breast cancer. In Stage I: Beginning to Move, the patient is instructed
on isometric exercises of the shoulder, lower arm and hand, with a six second isometric
hold and a two second release for each exercise. In Stage II: Increasing Physical
Activity, the patient is instructed on and encouraged to perform Codman's exercises;
active assistive exercises such as climbing the wall into flexion and abduction; and elbow
touches to the face lying supine with the hands behind the head. In this stage, active
assistive cane and pulley exercises should also be encouraged. Stage III: Up and
Around, includes cane exercises in supine with a weight attached to the cane. The
authors also recommend vertical arm swings above the head with hands clasps together in
standing.
Konecne 11 begins passive supine shoulder flexion, abduction and rotation; reaching ·
for the opposite shoulder and flexed knee with isometric contractions at end range;
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shoulder shrugs; and scapular retraction should also be started in the early post-operative
period. The exercises should begin with three repetitions, two times per day and progress
to 10 repetitions, two times per day as tolerated. The patient should be advised to avoid
incision stretch and encouraged to functionally use the affected upper extremity with
activities of daily living and self-care. Following the early post-operative days, the
author advocates advancing exercises once drains are removed, including "chicken
winging" with hands behind the head, hand lifts from behind the back upward toward the
interscapular area, bilateral shoulder flexion and abduction in front of a mirror, wall
climbs into flexion and abduction, high overhead stretch with hands clasped, and lateral
trunk flexion to stretch subaxillary chest wall. A home exercise program with these
exercises should be provided and follow up physical therapy should be incorporated as
needed.
Anthes et al 42 divides post-surgical exercises into two parts, including acute care
and outpatient. Shoulder movement in front of a mirror including shoulder flexion with
assistance from the unaffected upper extremity and reaching with the affected arm behind
and up the back into the midscapular area is initiated in the acute phase. The authors
recommend these exercises be performed five times per day, once each time for two to
three weeks or until the incision site heals. Approximately two weeks post-surgically,
Anthes et al
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advances the patient's exercises through outpatient physical therapy.

Contract-relax exercises with a partner in supine, sitting or standing are taught and
performed into shoulder flexion, abduction, and external rotation with a partner in supine,
sitting or standing. Codman's exercises forwardlbackward, side to side, and counter
clockwise with a one-pound weight in the hand are advocated. Active assistive shoulder
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exercises in various positions with the use of a wand, pulley system, the unaffected upper
extremity or the wall are started and progressed to active exercises and finally
progressive resistive exercises. Standing shoulder shrugs while holding a weight and
standing scapular retraction is begun, possibly in front of a mirror if symmetry is a
problem. More advanced activities such as wall pushups can be added as the patient
tolerates. Stretching of the anterior chest wall and axilla can also be incorporated if
muscle tightness is a problem. Stretches should be performed slowly and rhythmically
and held for eight to ten seconds each.
An important part of regaining both the functional and physical status of the
affected upper extremity includes incorporating activities of daily living into the
rehabilitation process. The patient should be encouraged to perform activities of daily
living as independently as possible without causing increased pain or trauma to the
incision site. The following list of activities of daily living should be encouraged by the
physical therapist as the patient progresses: 42 ,43
1.

Shampoo and style hair using both hands

2.

Pull sweater on and off over head

3.

Towel dry body after bathing using both hands

4.

Pull up pants or pantyhose

5.

Begin fastening bra in the front and progress to reaching behind the back

6.

Run the vacuum cleaner

7.

When applying a shirt, put the involved arm in first and when disrobing
take the involved arm out last

8.

Begin hanging up light clothes in the closet and progress to heavier items
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9.

Pull up back zipper

10.

Wash ipsilateral scapula

11.

Wash contralateral scapula

12.

Reach into cupboard and lift an object out

13.

Make a double bed

14.

Sweep, mop, wash windows, polish mirrors, tum door knobs with the
involved arm

15.

Water plants using both hands, progress to involved arm only

16.

Carry a 10 pound bag

17.

Use your affected arm to reach up, out and around.

Outcomes and Prognosis
The prognosis of the individual recovering from breast cancer with regard to the
affected upper extremity function depends on many factors, including but not limited to
the type of surgery performed, the motivation of the patient, and complications
encountered. It is customary for a patient recovering from breast cancer to take four to
six weeks to reach full range of motion and longer for full functional ability of the
affected upper extremity. I I
The physical therapist should aim toward the following outcomes during the
course of rehabilitation: prevention and/or correction of lymphedema and contractures;
improvement of symmetrical posture; protection of skin and the ability to monitor
changes; decreased pain; and a well healed wound site. However, the most important
goals to reach with the post-surgical breast cancer patient include the ability to perform
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activities of daily living independently, return to premorbid activities and cope with the
diagnosis of breast cancer and the effects of the surgical procedure. 38
The rehabilitation team, including the physical therapist, should work to educate
the patient regarding possible complications that can arise after surgery as well as
working toward premorbid physical function of the affected upper extremity. Treatment
should not only include shoulder range of motion and strengthening, but also total body
fitness, wellness and health promoting behaviors incorporated into life after therapy ends.
The physical therapist should remember that every patient presents with hislher own
unique problems and that it is important to treat the patient as a whole in order to return
the patient to hislher premorbid level.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
While the incidence of breast cancer continues to rise, the number of survivors of
breast cancer also continues to rise. New and improved primary non-reconstructive
treatment techniques have not only proved to save lives, but also attempt to preserve the
integrity of the breast tissue involved. However, the new and improved primary
treatment techniques cannot prevent the development of disabilities that often arise in
patients recovering from breast cancer after primary non-reconstructive treatment. A
multidisciplinary team approach, with a trained physical therapist, can provide the
rehabilitation needed to help the patient to prevent or recover from the possible
disabilities that can arise after the cancer is gone.
The physical therapist treating the breast cancer patient must have a general idea
of the primary treatment type, including surgical procedures, radiation therapy,
chemotherapy, and hormone therapy, in order to treat the patient appropriately. A
knowledgeable physical therapist will be able to better evaluate, educate and treat the
patient recovering from breast cancer. Knowledge of what tissues are affected by the
primary treatment type, what implications the procedure can have on the individual and
the possible side effects associated with the procedure will help the physical therapist to
achieve physical and functional success with the cooperation of the patient.
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The success oCphysical therapy in order'to reduce any possible physical and functional
limitations after primary treatment has been proven in many studies. 28 -31 However, the
debate regarding early versus delayed onset of exercises remains controversial.
Regardless of the time of onset of physical therapy, the physical therapist must work with
the multidisciplinary team, including the primary physician or surgeon, to provide the
best care possible for the patient.
Treatment begins with a full evaluation of the physical and psychological status of
the patient. The evaluation, whether pre-operative or post-operative, will lay the frame
work for the treatment techniques used on the patient at hand. It is vital for the physical
therapist to evaluate and treat each patient individually, in that every patient will present
with unique problems.
While regaining the affected upper extremity function through range of motion,
strengthening and flexibility training, it is possible for the patient and physical therapist
to encounter various complications that can have an impact on the progression of
exercises and the patient's overall treatment. The physical therapist must keep a watchful
eye out for any complication that could hinder regaining the full functional ability of the
affected upper extremity, as well as educate the patient on what to watch for. The patient
should be continually monitored for changes and referred as necessary for proper
treatment. With careful monitoring and treatment, it is possible for the rehabilitation
process to progress smoothly to physical and functional success.
Treatment options for the patient recovering from breast cancer are endless and
the therapist should use the treatment procedures given in this text as only a starting
point. With patient and therapist imagination, determination, and will power, the
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functional and physical premorbid status of the patient recovering from breast cancer can
be attained.
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APPENDIX A

Table 4. Chemotherapy Agents and Side Effects
AGENT
ANKYLATING
AGENTS
Busulfan
(Myleran)
Carboplatin
(Parap latin)
Carmustine
(BiCNU)
Chlorambucil
(Leukeran)
Cisplatin
(Platinol)
Cyclophosphamide
(Cytoxan, Neosar)
Dacarbazine
(DTIC Dome)
Ifosfamide
(IFEX)
Lomustine
(CeeNU)
Mechlorethamine
(Mustargen)
Melphalan
(Alkeran)
Steptozoan
(Zanosar)
Theotepa

SIDE EFFECTS

Myelosuppression, pulmonary fibrosis, anemia, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia,
fatigue, weight loss
Myleosuppression, nausea, vomiting, neurotoxicity
Nausea, vomiting, pain, tissue necrosis, pulmonary/renallhepatic toxicity
Nausea, vomiting, stomatitis, anemia, thrombocytopenia, myleosuppression,
neutropenia, interstitial pneumonitis, exfolaitive dermatitis, hyperuricemia
Peripheral neuritis, tinnitus, nausea, vomiting, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia,
anemia, renal toxicity
Cardiotoxicity, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, anemia, pulmonary fibrosis
Thrombocytopenia, nausea, leukopenia, fever, malaise
Lethargy, confusion, depressive psychosis, ataxia, coma, seizures, nausea,
vomiting, hemorrhagic cystitis, hematuria, leukopenia
Thrombocytopenia, myelosuppression, nausea, vomiting, anemia, leukopenia
Headache, weakness, tinnitus, nausea, vomiting, myelosuppression, metallic
taste in mouth
Thrombocytopenia, pneumonitis, pulmonary fibrosis, anaphylaxis
Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, anemia, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia,
hyperglycemia
Headache, dizziness, nausea, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, anemia

(Theot~a)

Uracil Mustard
(Uracil Mustard)
ANTIMETABOLITE
AGENTS
Cladribine
(2
Chlorodeoxyadenosine)
Cytarabine
(Cytosar-U)
Floxuridine
(FUDR)
Fluorouracil
(Adrucil)
Hydroxyurea
(Hydrea)
Mercaptopurine
(Purinethol)
Methotrexate (Fo\ex,
Mexate, Rheumatrex)
Thioguanine
(Lanvis)

Irritability, nervousness, nausea, anemia, hyperpigmentation

Neutropenia, anemia, leukopenia, nausea, rash, chills, diaphoresis, arthralgia,
myalgia, malaise
Neurotoxicity, ataxia, nystagmus, nausea, vomiting, thrombocytopenia, flulike
symptoms
Anorexia, cramps, ataxia, vertigo, nystagmus, seizures, nausea, vomiting,
diarrhea, bleeding, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, anemia, jaundice, hiccups
Dermatitis, erythemia, pain, burning, confusion, ataxia, weakness, malaise,
nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, anorexia, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, anemia
Anorexia, vomiting, diarrhea, leUkopenia, thrombocytopenia, anemia,
Nausea, myelosuppression, skin rash, renal or neural toxicity
Nausea, vomiting, anorexia, thrombocytopenia, anemia, jaundice, hepatic
necrosis, rash, leukopenia
Pharyngitis, nausea, anemia, leukopenia, pulmonary fibrosis
Leukopenia, anemia, thrombocytopenia, hepatotoxicity, nausea
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AGENT
PLANT
ALKALOIDS
Etoposide
(VePesid)
Teniposide
(VM 26)
Vinblastine
(Velban, Alkaban)
Vincristine
(Oncovin, Vincasar)
ANTHRACYCLINES
Doxorubicin
(Adriamycin)
TAXANES
Docetaxel
(Taxotere)
Paclitaxel
(Taxo!)

SIDE EFFECT

Myelosuppression, anemia, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, nausea, vomiting,
hypotension, anaphylaxis, headache, alopecia, peripheral neuropathy, eNS
toxicity, fever, chills
Myleosuppression, tissue necrosis, fever, hypotension, anaphylaxis, alopecia
Myelosuppression, leukopenia, nausea, vomiting, stomatitis, alopecia, central
and peripheral neuropathy, tissue necrosis
Myelosuppression, nausea, vomiting, tissue necrosis, peripheral neuropathy,
constipation

Cardiotoxicity, neurtopenia, vesicant stomatitis, esophagitis

Increased risk of infection, bone marrow suppression, neutropenia
Neutropenia, peripheral neuropathy

(Adapted from Troiano Tl. Oncology. In: paz le, Panik M. Acute Care Handbookfor
Physical Therapists. Newton, Mass: Butterworth-Heineman; 1997:303-344)
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Table 5. Hormonal Agents and Side Effects
AGENT

SIDE EFFECTS

ANTIESTROGENS
Tamoxifen
(Nolvadex)
Toremifene

Nausea, vomiting, transient falls in white blood cells and platelet cells, hot
flashes
Effects on bone mineral density, cardiac events, endometrial cancer, hot
flashes, sweating, nausea, dizziness

ESTROGENS
Chloratrianisene
(TACE)
Diethylstilbestrol
(DES)
Estradiol
(Oestradiol Valerate)
ADRENOCORTlCOSTEROIDS
Prednisone
(Deltasone, Orasone)
Prednisolone
(Delta-Cortef)
ANDROGENS
Fluoxymesterone
(Halotestin)
ANTIANDROGENS
Fleutamide
(Eulexin)
GONADOTROPIN
RELEASING DRUGS
Leuprolide
(Lupron)
Goserelin
(Zoladex)
Megestrol
(Megace)
AROMATASE
INHIBITORS
Anastrozole
(Arimidex)
Letrozole
(Femara)

Nausea, leg cramps, thromboembolism, CV A, pulmonary embolism,
myocaridial infarction
Nausea, leg cramps, thromboembolism, CV A, pulmonary embolism,
myocaridial infarction
Thromboembolism, nausea, leg cramps

Euphoria, insomnia, muscle weakness, osteoporosis, CHF, hypertension,
delayed wound healing
Euphoria, insomnia, muscle weakness, osteoporosis, CHF, hypertension,
delayed wound healing

Edema, nausea, vomiting, thromboembolism

Drowsiness, confusion, numbness, diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, hot flashes

Hot flashes, pulmonary embolism, arrhythmia, angina, myocardial infarction
Lethargy, pain, arrhythimia, CHF, hypertension, myocardial infarction, chronic
obstructive_pulmonary disease, upper respiratory tract infections
Hypertension, edema, thrombophlebitis, nausea, vomiting, carpal tunnel

Fever, muscle aches and pains, malaise, nausea, headache, vomiting, dyspnea,
weakness, hot flashes, constipation, cough, weight gain
Fever, muscle aches and pains, malaise, nausea, headache, vomiting, dyspnea,
weakness, hot flashes, constipation, cough, weight gain

(Adapted from Troiano TJ. Oncology. In: paz JC, Panik M. Acute Care Handbook/or
Physical Therapists. Newton, Mass: Butterworth-Heineman; 1997:303-344)
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